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PENDLETON X PROPERTY OF
Collaborations usually result in unique, unparalleled creations
with the final product housing the DNA of both parent companies.
Pendleton X Property Of, Pendleton’s most recent venture into the
world of collabs, is testament to this. The 140-year-old American
company teamed up with Property Of, a collection of men’s satchels
and accessories founded in 2006, to fashion Pendleton X Property
Of — a line of men’s messenger bags featuring Pendleton wool and
subtle leather detailing. This collaboration is distinctive because
of the inherent differences of the two companies: Pendleton, which
has been around forever, creates woolen products reminiscent
of those of a rugged mountaineer, while Property Of, a newer
brand, delivers a multitude of stylish man bags perfect for the city
streets. Pendleton X Property Of provides a carryall for the city
slicker or the college dude who’s tired of plain black leather. The
guy bags that retail at $250 and come in five tartan and gingham
variations, are available at Bloomingdales or can be purchased
online at Shop.acontinuouslean.com.
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JOHNNY BUENO COLOR STUDIO
Born from 10 years of building up a loyal local following and a
drive to offer a fresh approach, the Johnny Bueno Color Studio
has landed. Perched high above the bustling crowds of Union
Square, and light years from the crowded and noisy local “hair
mills” that churn out carbon-copy clients, meat-grinder style,
the Johnny Bueno mantra is “the space is yours,” and it literally
is. With just two seats, the salon offers the best in privacy and
customizable comfort. As Johnny himself puts it, “You pick the
music and we do the rest.” Bueno is the color guru (natch), while
the salon’s stylist Robert Gufler handles cuts and styling. The
Anthony Laurino-designed nook boasts sweeping Bay views along
with a 19-foot succulent garden to ensure each visit is a relaxing
break from life’s hectic pace. Product junkies will be happy to
note that the salon has partnered with, and will be launching new
products by Kevin.Murphy. Not just content to keep the people of
San Francisco looking good, Johnny Bueno is also committed to
doing good. “[Johnny Bueno is] dedicated to working with local
charities and nonprofits like Joy Bianchis’ Helper’s. This year
we will be hosting events with Joy at the Couture House to meet
her goal for fundraising.” Pretty is as pretty does.
www.johnny-bueno.com
by LAUREL MAY
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